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Working vs. Pre-Press Files 

§  There can be a large or small difference 
between working files and files for press, 
depending on your working style.   

§  But pad your deadlines with time to  
pre-press your files.  There is a difference. 
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Why this lecture now? 

§  Reminder and overview of  things for 
which the pre-press checklist asks. 

§ Most of  this information is also in your 
readings thus far (midterm). 
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Nesting 

http://yourway.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/nesting.jpg 

Nesting 

http://yourway.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/nesting.jpg 

“Nesting” 

§  (This term can be used to describe multiple things in print and web  
design/coding.) 

§  BUT FOR PRE-PRESS > it is a bad term.   

§  It means that there are links within links,  
which is just asking for problems.  

§ When preparing your final files for press  
AFTER you are done designing,  
be sure InDesign (or other program) only asks for one link 

“Nesting” 

§  (This term can be used to describe multiple things in print and web  
design/coding.) 

§  BUT FOR PRE-PRESS > it is a bad term.   

§  It means that there are links within links,  
which is just asking for problems.  

§ When preparing your final files for press  
AFTER you are done designing,  
be sure InDesign (or other program) only asks for one link 

§  INDESIGN: never travels alone  

§  PHOTOSHOP: always travels alone 

§  ILLUSTRATOR: does both 

§  To avoid nesting at pre-press, make it travel alone 

Nesting Dolls are J 

http://www.123rf.com/photo_10591495_russian-nesting-doll.html 
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Nesting Files is L 
§  Files should NOT link beyond 1 file. 

§  For example, an InDesign file should link only to a file  
from Illustrator.  

§  >> That Illustrator file should have any images INTEGRAL  
     to THAT artwork EMBEDDED into the Illustrator file. 

http://0.tqn.com/w/experts/Adobe-Illustrator-1027/2012/01/embedded-link-icon.png 

Nesting Files is L 

§  Files should NOT link beyond 1 file. 

§  For example, an InDesign file should link only to a file  
from Illustrator.  

§  >> That Illustrator file should have any images INTEGRAL  
     to THAT artwork EMBEDDED into the Illustrator file. 
 

§  In other words…. 
Do not ask InDesign to link to Illustrator and then link to the 
Placed Photoshop file.   

§  Photoshop does not really link to work in the same way as  
Illustrator and InDesign do. 
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§  >> That Illustrator file should have any images INTEGRAL  
     to THAT artwork EMBEDDED into the Illustrator file. 
 

§  In other words…. 
Do not ask InDesign to link to Illustrator and then link to the 
Placed Photoshop file.   

§  Photoshop does not really link to work in the same way as  
Illustrator and InDesign do. 

§  Do not let nesting happen in any program when sending  
a file to Print Vendor (= Pre-Press)!! 

§  Doing this while creating work is up to you, as Linking is  
important if working on multiple elements at one time 

Nesting Files is L 

§  Files should NOT link beyond 1 file. 

§  For example, an InDesign file should link only to a file  
from Illustrator.  

§  >> That Illustrator file should have any images INTEGRAL  
     to THAT artwork EMBEDDED into the Illustrator file. 
 

§  In other words…. 
Do not ask InDesign to link to Illustrator and then link to the 
Placed Photoshop file.   

§  Photoshop does not really link to work in the same way as  
Illustrator and InDesign do. 

§  Do not let nesting happen in any program when sending  
a file to Print Vendor (= Pre-Press)!! 

§  Doing this while creating work is up to you, as Linking is  
important if working on multiple elements at one time 

§  PDFs (just because it says it embeds doesn’t mean it always will) 

REMEMBER: 

§  INDESIGN: never travels alone  

§  PHOTOSHOP: always travels alone 

§  ILLUSTRATOR: does both 

§  To avoid nesting at pre-press, make it travel alone 

NESTING L EXERCISE 

§ Make a 1-layer image in Photoshop.  
Save as .png. 

§  Place this image in Illustrator.   
Be sure it is linked and not embedded. 
Create art around the Photoshop image.  
Save as .ai. 

§  Open InDesign and Place this image  
into InDesign. 
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NESTING L EXERCISE 

§ Make a 1-layer image in Photoshop.  
Save as .png. 

§  Place this image in Illustrator.   
Be sure it is linked and not embedded. 
Create art around the Photoshop image.  
Save as .ai. 

§  Open InDesign and Place this image  
into InDesign. 

§ WHY IS THIS BAD? HOW DO YOU FIX IT? 

NO MORE THAN 1 LINK 

§ Make a 1-layer image in Photoshop.  
Save as .png. 

§  Place this image in Illustrator.   
Be sure it is linked and not embedded.  
EMBED THE IMAGE.   
Create art around the Photoshop image.  
Save as .ai. 

§  Open InDesign and Place this image  
into InDesign. 

CLEAN FILE BUILD (not Nesting) … 

§  FYI: Photoshop (and Illustrator in some cases) concern: 

§ When preparing files for press, crop them as close as you can 
in the native program first.  Though InDesign crops images, 
the extra digital information is sloppy. 
 
>> larger files and more to go wrong. 

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/indesign/cs/using/images/gh_07.png 

Just because InDesign crops  
the image doesn’t mean it’s right.   
 
Instead, build a clean file 
for pre-press by cropping it in 
the native program  
(Photoshop or Illustrator). 
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http://thumbnails.visually.netdna-cdn.com/color-theory_502910ba33eff.jpeg 
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http://thumbnails.visually.netdna-cdn.com/color-theory_502910ba33eff.jpeg 

RGB 
 
Red 
Green 
Blue 

CMYK 
 
Cyan 
Magenta 
Yellow 
Black (Key Plate) 

RGB 
 
Additive Color: 
Start with black, add color 
(adding more light = white) 
 
LIGHT 

CMYK (black not shown here) 
 
Subtractive Color: 
Start with white, add color 
(adding more pigment = black) 
 
PIGMENT 
The colors in pigment form absorb the light;  
hence, subtractive 

SCREEN 

RGB 
 
Additive Color: 
Start with black, add color 
(adding more light = white) 
 
LIGHT 

CMYK (black not shown here) 
 
Subtractive Color: 
Start with white, add color 
(adding more pigment = black) 
 
PIGMENT 
The colors in pigment form absorb the light;  
hence, subtractive 

PRINT 

SCREEN PRINT ≠ 
Never trust that your screen colors will be the same as print colors. 
 

SCREEN PRINT ≠ 
Never trust that your screen colors will be the same as print colors. 
 
Also never trust a laser printer will be true to offset press. 
 
For large runs, a matchprint (or similar proof) should be pulled from the press. 
If anything, give a printout from your personal printer AS YOU WANT IT TO BE 
so that the press can attempt to match it. 
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http://thumbnails.visually.netdna-cdn.com/color-theory_502910ba33eff.jpeg http://boisemodernquiltguild.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/COLORTHEORY_V2.png 

http://www.unitedreprographics.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/cmyk_printing-650x400.jpg http://www.nontoxicprint.com/Lithography/Four-Colour-PPLitho-690.jpg, http://www.freeimages.com/assets/182970/1829696005/printers-loupe-1002970-m.jpg 

§ What if  I received a spec sheet from a 
print vendor that explained a 2-sided 
print job was “4 over 1”? 

§ What if  I received a spec sheet from a 
print vendor that explained a 2-sided 
print job was “4 over 1”? 

§  First, CALL!!! Don’t assume you know!  
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“4” plates = CMYK 

http://bluelobsterart.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/cmyk-plates-and-inks.gif  

“Over 1” plate: 
              Probably just a solid black (NOT 4-color build black) 

http://bluelobsterart.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/cmyk-plates-and-inks.gif  

http://www.limonova.com/uploads/posts/2010-04/1272216934_pantone.jpg 

“Over 1”: OR a pre-mixed PMS pigment on 1 plate. Also called “spot” color. “Over 1”: OR a pre-mixed PMS pigment on 1 plate. Also called “spot” color. 
Some PMS can be re-created by CMYK mix.  But most can only be  
recreated exactly with 13 base proprietary pigments. 

Pantone can be used for exact color match or for less expensive printing if  
less than 4 colors needed.   

Pantone can be used for exact color match or for less expensive printing if  
less than 4 colors needed.   
PMS is not available on digital printers. 
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§  5 over 1? 
 
 

“4” = CMYK + 1 = 5 (usually) 
5th could be PMS or a spot varnish.  

http://bluelobsterart.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/cmyk-plates-and-inks.gif  

§  5 over 1? 

§  CALL!!! Don’t assume you know!  
 
 

 ALWAYS CALL!!!   
Review jobs with 
vendors to be sure  
you understand. 
 
 

§  RGB or CMYK color build for images? 

§ Note: RGB is native camera  
file format and appears brighter 

§ What’s the answer? 

 ALWAYS CALL!!!   
Review jobs with 
vendors to be sure  
you understand. 
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WARNING: 
Avoid Moire Patterns 

§ Don’t scan a printed image 
and then print it again. 

http://www.nontoxicprint.com/Lithography/Four-Colour-PPLitho-690.jpg, http://www.freeimages.com/assets/182970/1829696005/printers-loupe-1002970-m.jpg 

WARNING: 
Avoid Moire Patterns 

§ Don’t scan a printed image 
and then print it again. 
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“Digital” Press vs. Offset Press 

DIGITAL OVERVIEW 

§  SMALLER OUTPUT! 

§  Less expensive  
unless high output 

§  Lose color accuracy and range 

§  CMYK or RGB (ink), no PMS 

§  Cost of  proofing - depends 

§  Usually faster 

§  Limited paper choice, 
finishing choices, sizes 

OFFSET OVERVIEW 

§  LARGER OUTPUT (500 min.) 

§ More expensive  
unless high output 

§  Excellent color accuracy 

§  CMYK or PMS 

§  Cost of  proofing - depends 

§  Usually longer (more steps) 

§ MUCH MORE paper choice, 
finishing, sizes, etc.  

“Digital” Press vs. Offset Press 

DIGITAL OVERVIEW 

§  SMALLER OUTPUT! 

§  Less expensive  
unless high output 

§  Lose color accuracy and range 

§  CMYK or RGB (ink), no PMS 

§  Cost of  proofing - depends 

§  Usually faster 

§  Limited paper choice, 
finishing choices, sizes 

OFFSET OVERVIEW 

§  LARGER OUTPUT (500 min.) 

§ More expensive  
unless high output 

§  Excellent color accuracy 

§  CMYK or PMS 

§  Cost of  proofing - depends 

§  Usually longer (more steps) 

§ MUCH MORE paper choice, 
finishing, sizes, etc.  
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§ What if  I received a spec sheet from a 
print vendor that explained a 2-sided 
print job was “4 over 1”? 

§  Is this most likely a job from an  
offset press or a digital printer? 

 ALWAYS CALL!!!   
Review jobs with 
vendors to be sure  
you understand. 
 
 

§ What if  I received a spec sheet from a 
print vendor that explained a 2-sided 
print job was “4 over 1”? 

§  Is this most likely a job from an  
offset press or a digital printer? 

§  On a “4 over 1” job, would it be likely 
that I would only be getting 150 prints? 

 ALWAYS CALL!!!   
Review jobs with 
vendors to be sure  
you understand. 
 
 

“Digital” Press vs. Offset Press 

DIGITAL OVERVIEW 

§  Changing and improving 
QUICKLY and CONSTANTLY 

OFFSET OVERVIEW 

§  Hasn’t significantly changed 
since early 1900s. 

 ALWAYS CALL!!!   
Review jobs with 
vendors to be sure  
you understand. 
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